ANNUAL MEETING NEWS

ACG’s Favorite Quiz Show Receives Rave Reviews
Rochester’s Mayo School of Graduate Medical Education wins GI Jeopardy finals

T

he finals of the Second Annual
ACG GI Jeopardy competition were
held during the 2005 ACG Postgraduate
Course in Honolulu, Hawaii. The program featured two-member teams of
fellows from five training programs from
across North America who scored highest
in the preliminary round. Represented
this year were Case Western Reserve
University (MetroHealth), Duke University Hospital, Mayo School of Graduate
Medical Education (Rochester), Thomas
Jefferson University, and Washington
University/B-JH/SLCH Consortium.
In the preliminary round, 70 training
programs competed in an online multiple
choice quiz consisting of 40 questions
covering a range of gastrointestinal organs, diseases, and treatments. The training programs were then ranked based on
the number of correct answers and the
time it took to complete the test. There
were no limits on how many trainees
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from each program could participate in
the online segment. The top five programs
were each invited to send a two-member
team of fellows to the final round in
Honolulu, all expenses paid. The program
was made possible in part by the generous
sponsorship of AstraZeneca and TAP
Pharmaceuticals.
This year’s GI Jeopardy finals featured
the top five programs squaring off in a
fight for the buzzer before a live audience
of 300 supporters. ACG Training Committee member, Ronald Szyjkowski, MD,
FACG, served as enthusiastic host, donning a festive Hawaiian shirt and giving
Alex Trebek a run for his money. The live
game featured six categories per round
with questions covering a gamut of gastrointestinal organs, diseases, treatments,
and history. A special Hawaii category
added to the competitive atmosphere.
After a close and spirited match, the top
three teams, MetroHealth, Mayo, and

Thomas Jefferson, moved on to the final
round. Prabhleen Chahal, MD, and
Ganapathy Prasad, MD, from Mayo
School of Graduate Medical Education
ultimately took home the championship
trophy and earned a $1,000 grant toward
travel to next year’s ACG Annual Meeting and Postgraduate Course in Las
Vegas, Nevada. Tune in next year to see
who will take home the championship!
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